Click on OVID Nursing Journals under Find Articles, A-Z List on the Library webpage at www.gtc.edu/library.

LOGIN: Use your Blackboard/WebAdvisor/Email username & password.

Full text access to 54 American-based nursing journals published by Lippincott Williams & Wilkins, Inc. Includes publications from many areas of nursing practice such as Cancer Nursing, Family & Community Health, Journal of Cardiovascular Care, Journal of Hospice & Palliative Care, Journal of Wound, Ostomy & Continence Care Nursing, MCN-American Journal of Maternal Child Nursing, Nursing Critical Care, Nursing Made Incredibly Easy, OR Nurse, and Plastic Surgical Nursing.

SEARCH: Type in keywords describing your topic.

Include Related Terms will search for additional similar search terms such as heart attack, treatment, remedy, infarct and broadens your search strategy. Enter Publication Year dates to limit to current articles.

RESULTS: The most relevant articles, indicated by 5 stars, are listed first. Click on the article. Other options include the Table of Contents to read other articles from that journal. The Abstract Reference provides a summary of the article. Complete Reference links to a detailed description of the article. Find Similar to link to other articles that closely match your topic. Find Citing Articles lists all of the sources used by the authors of this article.

Not finding anything? Try a new search using professional vocabulary: influenza for flu; staphylococcus for staph; diabetes mellitus for diabetes; myocardial infarction for stroke; renal failure for kidney failure. Or click on Search History to review previous search results or combine search term.

APA REFERENCE: At the Results list, checkmark the article(s) to be cited and click on Export icon at the top of the page, set the options, then copy and paste the citation into your research paper. Apply these options:

Caution! APA citations from OVID incorrectly include the full first names and credentials for authors. You must replace first & middle names with initials and remove author credentials. Look at examples of APA citations at the Purdue University Online Writing Lab (OWL) at http://owl.english.purdue.edu/owl/resource/560/06/.

Questions about your search? Call or email any of the Gateway Campus Libraries for assistance!